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Chestnut Street. Because of its location uptown across
from the Ravenna Post Office and its use as a restaurant, this is the most conspicuous building in the
Greek Revival style in Ravenna today. While most
people looking at this house would agree that it has
a dignity and grandeur on the street because of its
proportions, its large windows and its columned
porch, not many think about how unlikely it was
that an ancient Greek temple would have served as
the model for a frame house in a small city in Ohio.
And, few people currently living in Ravenna have
any idea how many other, mostly less grand, Greek
Revival buildings still stand throughout the city.
In the decades before the settlement of northeast Ohio, most of the architecture of the eastern
seaboard had followed european fashions in architecture, particularly the Georgian or Federal styles,
which flourished during the reigns of england’s King
George I through King George IV from 1720 to 1820.
Most of what we know as American “Colonial architecture” was built in these styles.
However, by the 1830s, the first period of growth in
northeastern Ohio, european architects had started
to ransack the history of architecture for new modes the commercial structure at West main and meridian streets the Seymour-Jennings house on north chestnut Street, now
of expression that went back more directly to the that houses the cimmaron Lounge retains its original greek a restaurant, was part of a series of greek Revival and later
residences once known as “millionaires Row.”
fountainhead of classical architecture, which was an- Revival lines.
cient Greece.
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thing that comes to mind when thinking wood. These buildings can be seen from one end of so, the Ravenna area still boasts a surprisingly large
about Ravenna, Ohio, but the city actually the country to the other, in great public structures number of Greek Revival structures ranging in size
has an important legacy from that ancient metrop- such as the Ohio Statehouse in Columbus and small from tiny city houses to substantial farmhouses in
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stand a great many 19th Century buildings in the tebellum mansions of the South to very modest hous- built on small budgets that didn’t allow the embelfirst great American national architectural style, es seen in the boom towns of the American West.
lishments of the more opulent buildings. In some
the Greek Revival.
Portage County’s first courthouse was a fine ex- cases all that remained were the general proportions
Consider the Seymour-Jennings house, currently ample of this phenomenon. Built in 1830 by Zenas and the severe rectangularity of the features. Howhousing emma Marie’s restaurant on north Chest- Kent, it was a two-story building with a two-story ever, even the smallest of these buildings can have
nut Street. Because of its location uptown across colonnade across the front supporting a classical a solidity and presence that allows them to stand
from the Ravenna Post Office and its use as a res- Greek pediment. The builder was obviously look- proudly on the street.
taurant, this is the most conspicuous building in the ing at architectural pattern books to give the courtAlso unfortunate is the fact that much of the city’s
Greek Revival style in Ravenna today. While most house a sophisticated, monumental appearance ap- Greek Revival heritage has been all but invisible bepeople looking at this house would agree that it has propriate to an important public building. But it is cause so many buildings have been remodeled or
a dignity and grandeur on the street because of its clear that he was either not able, or not willing, to be otherwise altered. Many similar houses in Hudson
proportions, its large windows and its columned bound by classical rules of design, because many of or historic Aurora have been beautifully restored
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cient Greece. The result was the simpler, more se- elaborate stone temples and translated them into
vere Greek Revival style that was dominant across much simpler designs that could be adapted and
built by local carpenters and masons in brick and
much of the Western world in the 1830s-1850s.
wood. These buildings can be seen from one end of
the country to the other, in great public structures
such as the Ohio Statehouse in Columbus and small
commercial buildings, and from the magnificent antebellum mansions of the South to very modest houses seen in the boom towns of the American West.
Portage County’s first courthouse was a fine ex-

many of Ravenna’s grandest Greek Revival buildings have been victims of fire or demolished, often
for decidedly undistinguished replacements. even
so, the Ravenna area still boasts a surprisingly large
number of Greek Revival structures ranging in size
from tiny city houses to substantial farmhouses in
the countryside around the city. Many of these were
built on small budgets that didn’t allow the embellishments of the more opulent buildings. In some
cases all that remained were the general proportions

